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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：High-Quality Striped 3d Marble Mosaics Cube Design Tiles Company

Short Description: We supply this striped 3d marble

mosaic tile with high-quality white and grey marble, the

strips are mixed into cube patterns. This cubic stone style

breaks the traditional style and offers more vivid elements

to the interior decoration of the floor and wall backsplash.

Model No.: WPM233A/ WPM233B

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Our striped 3d marble mosaics cube backsplash tile combines classical tradition and

modernity with balance. If you think the single color 3d cube tiles are plain and boring and

want to change to another style, this pattern may be suitable for your taste. The basic

element of the stone mosaic chips are the grey marble and white marble, they are puzzled

on the net and combined into cubic units. This geometric marble tile breaks the immutable

style and inserts strips to make the whole look more impressive. We have dark grey and light

grey marbles to make the strips, and other colors are available to use on the tile.
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Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: High-Quality Striped 3d Marble Mosaics Cube Design Tiles Company

Model No.: WPM233A / WPM233B

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM233A

Surface: Polished

Marble Name: Italian Grey Marble, Thassos Crystal Marble

Model No.: WPM233B

Surface: Polished

Material: Carrara White Marble, Thassos Crystal Marble

Product Application

This unique cube design tiles in our company is made up of natural gray and white marble

strips and inlaid into a rhombus mosaic tile pattern. It is 100% handmade by our factory

workers. This tile is an ideal floor and wall tiling stone for the interior design. The kitchen,

bathroom, and other living area is a good choices to install the tiles as backsplashes and

walls.



Walls and floors mosaic tiles of the kitchen and bathroom, decorative marble mosaic

backsplash cannot be without the tiles, and stone mosaic tiles will make your walls and floors

easier to clean and maintain.

FAQ

Q: If I want to transport my goods to another named place, can you help?

A: Yes, we can transport the goods to your named place, and you only need to pay for the

transportation cost.

Q: What is the minimum order quantity?

A: The MOQ is 1,000 sq. ft (100 sq. mt), and less quantity is available to negotiate according to

the factory production.

Q: How to clean the marble mosaic shower floor?

A: Using warm water, mild cleaner, and soft tools to clean the floor.

Q: What is the difference between mosaics and tiles?

A: Tile is widely used as regular patterns on walls and floors, while mosaic tile is a perfect

option for a figurative and unique style on your floor, walls, and splashbacks, and it improves

your resale value as well.


